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“Without any knowledge on what to do, one can only heat up everything." (Buffoni et al., 2019)
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THE PRACTICAL PROBLEM: INCONSISTENCY
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SHORT EXCURSUS: THE LHC SAFETY CASE

▪ There were early concerns and even lawsuits related to LHC safety

▪ Exemplary early claims: LHC could produce dangerous heavy proton-eating 

magnetic monopoles, LHC could produce strangelets that coalesce with 

ordinary matter and change it to strange matter, LHC could tip universe into a 

more stable state called a vacuum bubble in which we could not exist, LHC 

could produce Earth- or even universe-gobbling black holes
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LHC SAFETY – A RIGOROUS SCIENTIFIC REBUTTAL

▪ Responsible action of scientists: Taking main claims seriously and providing a 

provisional rebuttal including impossibility statements on why it is not a valid 

claim. For instance: It is impossible that LHC will produce dangerous black holes.
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DIVERSE AI-RELATED IMPOSSIBILITY STATEMENTS

▪ Thermodynamical impossibility of present-day implementation of ASI (Stiefel and 

Coggan, 2023)

▪ Biology-grounded impossibility of algorithmic general intelligence (Roli et al., 2022)

▪ Cognitive-science-related impossibility of brute-force-algorithmically recreating 

human-level AI (van Rooij et al., 2023)

▪ Hardware-verification-related impossibility of present-day implementation of 

conscious AI  (Kleiner and Ludwig, 2023)
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SHORT EXCURSUS: CYBORGNETIC EPISTEMOLOGY

▪ Popper (1934;1959) introduced critical rationalism (CR)

(Among others, CR solved Hume‘s (1888) problem of induction

(Popper, 1972))

▪ Frederick (2019) solved Popper‘s own pragmatic problem of induction and provided a rigorous regimentation of

Popper‘s epistemology (Frederick, 2020)

▪ Cyborgnetic epistemology (2021) tailored Frederick´s Neo-Popperian CR to the epistemic challenges of the

deepfake era. It made it merge with science via the possibility of experimental problematization using AI tools.
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CYBORGNETIC EPISTEMOLOGY

▪ In the deepfake era, science should not stay stuck in forgeable “data-driven” and empiricist epistemologies. 

▪ The epistemic aim of science is to rigorously create better new explanations amenable to experimental 

problematization and to provisionally refute old explanations by additionally introducing new ever better ones. 

▪ A robust exemplary generic structure for a better new explanation is the explanatory blockchain (EB).

▪ Criteria for better EBs are updatable-by-design and set via agreement. Exemplary criteria for better EBs: EBs 

with more new experimentally problematizable predictions, EBs that are more innovative, more risky (e.g. with 

more impossibility statements), harder-to-vary, bolder, more aesthetically appealing than rival ones, …

▪ Criteria for new EBs are updatable-by-design and calibrated to present-day AI mining & generation abilities.
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EXPLANATORY BLOCKCHAIN (EB) WORLD

▪ Elements of “epistemic cosmos”: Epistemic matter (EM) (known known and known unknown; 

old EBs and open questions), Epistemic dark matter (EDM) (unknown known; new but non-EB-

like information that is consistent with old EBs), Epistemic dark energy (EDE) (unknown unknown; 

new non-EB-like information that is inconsistent with old EBs), Epistemic Tunnelling (ET) (new 

paradigm; new better EB re-creating new epistemic cosmos). 
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Exemplary structure for a new better EB (Aliman, 2021), chain of explanations respecting a rational total order, loosely inspired by an essay of Frederick (2020).



CYBORGNET
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EI= Explanatory Information; Type II entity= an entity that does understand EI; Type I entity= an entity that does not



CYBORGNETIC INVARIANCE –
AN ASYMMETRIC* EB-CREATIVITY-BASED NOTION OF INTELLIGENCE
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*Asymmetry due to unification with cyborgnetic consciousness. EB-creativity tests can corroborate intelligence but not make it problematic by experiment due to free

choices of cyborgnetic entities like humans. People could not be willing to participate, not yet be ready, be sabotaging it, not yet have identified a subject of interest, etc.
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR RESPONSIBLE AI –
AVOID AI OVERESTIMATION

▪ One should not overestimate present-day AI, it is impossible for it to reliably 

generate new better EBs. Cyborgnetic invariance implies that: 

1) a quality ASI is impossible, 2) it is impossible to build a quantity ASI (but there is an 

invariantly maximal quantity superintelligence level), 3) a simultaneously value-

alignable and controllable AGI is impossible (value alignment and control are 

conjugate requirements), 4) a narrow AI recursively self-improving to AGI is impossible.

▪ In this paradigm, intelligence is non-algorithmic (but it involves physical computation). 

▪ One can now build a scientific evaluation framework for ASI achievement claims.
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR RESPONSIBLE AI –
AVOID AI UNDERESTIMATION

▪ One should not underestimate present-day AI. It does not understand explanations, but it can 

create any new non-EB-like information (incl. new non-EB-like explanations). Controllable but non-

value-alignable (since value alignment could include new EBs) AI tools can be used as EM repeater, 

EDM miner and EDE generator to deepen human critical thinking and broaden human creativity. 

▪ But: While cyborgnetic invariance implies that building a non-algorithmic, non-controllable but 

value-alignable AGI creature “from scratch” is possible in theory, it is at least as hard as physically 

creating a new baby universe. It is reserved for civilizations being much more advanced than

present-day humanity. Multiple steps separate humanity from that, so no imminent topic.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

▪ When confronted with inconsistent human-level AI/AGI/ASI achievement claims, AI researchers can respond responsibly by 

rigorously formulating scientific impossibility statements and evaluation frameworks that constrain those claims.

▪ It is impossible for an entity D to reliably build an entity C that appears to be superintelligent from the frame of reference of that entity 

D. In the cyborgnetic invariance paradigm, intelligence is non-algorithmic (but it involves physical computation). 

▪ To build an AGI “from scratch” is at least as hard as physically building a new baby universe. To build such a non-controllable but 

value-alignable creature, humanity would have to at least first become superintelligent in relation to its current self.

▪ In the meantime, one can build controllable but non-value-alignable “AI” tools safely encapsulated in human-centered units of 

cyborgnetic control loops to deepen critical thinking and broaden human creativity/intelligence/consciousness. 

▪ Future Responsible AI research?: Craft artificial EM repeater, EDM miner and EDE generator tools for an AI-aided augmentation of 

humanity to tackle global risks (side-effect: stimulation for humanity to become supercreative in relation to its current self)?
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Near the end of a period of normal science a crisis

occurs […] There is alarm and confusion. 

Strange ideas fill the scientific literature. Eventually

there is a revolution. […] The „paradigm“ has shifted. –

Steven Weinberg on Kuhnian shifts



ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
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AI-RELATED GLOBAL/EXISTENTIAL RISKS –
A CYBORGNETIC PERSPECTIVE

1. Misdirector cyborgnet scenario: Human actors intentionally utilizing misdirection strategies such as known in the psychology and 

neuroscience of magic to mislead people into believing that they are capable to bring about an ASI (e.g., CEOs of companies claiming 

to be able to replace all of humanity with an AI portrayed as quality superintelligence e.g. for commercial reasons) – which could fuel 

international conflicts and self-destruction via AI-related disinformation (incl. deepfake science attacks to spread AI-related 

disinformation at unprecedented scale, scope and speed) coupled with extreme events of unexpected second-order harm.

2. Epistemic self-sabotage scenario: Unintentional epistemic panic emerging in humanity through AI overestimation (e.g., international 

armed conflicts due to misguided belief of world leaders in spontaneous emergence of quality superintelligence potentially built by 

adversary) leading to further unexpected second-order harm.

3. Malevolent cyborgnet scenario: Malicious human actors using AI tools to harm humanity e.g. via automatized large-scale cyber-

attacks on critical infrastructure or automatized biological threats using AI deployed in real-world settings. This scenario can also lead 

to lethal unexpected second-order harm that is even unknown to and unintended by the malicious actors at the time of the attack.

4. Natural extinction scenario: Human overreliance on AI tools leading to prolonged epistemic paralysis causing extinction by nature. 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
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INDUCTION PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

1. Hume’s problem of induction (1888): Theories can neither be derived from nor justified by observations. There is no justification for thinking that a theory is true.

2. Popper’s (1972) solution to Hume’s problem of induction: Scientific knowledge can be based on unjustified, bold conjectures that can be experimentally tested and 

refuted by ever better conjectures.

3. Popper´s own pragmatic problem of induction (Frederick, 2019): Why should one only be rationally permitted to act on unjustified conjectures and not on something 

else? (risk of dangerous inductivism coming back assuming that best unjustified conjectures are more “justified” than any others while justification is impossible…) 

4. Frederick’s (2019) solution to Popper’s pragmatic problem of induction: “Rationality permits us to act in accord with our best-tested theories, since they may be true; but it 

also permits us to act against them, precisely because our best-tested theories may be false and may, indeed, be refuted when we act against them” (Frederick, 2019). N.B: 

A decision to act on a proposition that contradicts our best-tested theories “does not involve a decision to instate it” (Frederick 2020).

5. Cyborgnetic refinement of Frederick’s solution: Rationality permits us to act in accord with our currently best EBs because they currently appear to be the best possible 

explanations; but it also permits us to act against our currently best EBs because when we act against them, it is possible that we could both make them problematic by 

experiment and additionally get a new point of view making us able to provisionally refute the currently best EBs via creating new even better EBs of which we are not 

yet aware now. This is not self-contradictory because in the experimental action against the best EBs, we are not instating any alternative statements as long as we do 

not discover a new better EB. One is thus exploring open-mindedly but it is only after the discovery of a new EB that is better than the best old ones that we 

provisionally instate new epistemic material being that new better EB.
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QUOTES ABOUT THE UNIVERSE

"It is enough for me to contemplate the mystery of  conscious life perpetuating 

itself  through all eternity, to reflect upon the marvelous structure of  the universe 

which we can dimly perceive, and to try humbly to comprehend even an 

infinitesimal part of  the intelligence manifested in nature." (Einstein, 1930)

“The eternal mystery of  the world is its comprehensibility… The fact that it is 

comprehensible is a miracle.” (Einstein, 1936)
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